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Frequently Asked Question
Authors
How could i submit an article to publish?
You can upload the article by your self here or you can just mail us your manuscript
Is there any fee for publication?
No there is no any direct or hidden charges for the manuscript publishing
How much days it will require to publish an article?
An article will take minimum 10 days to maximum 21 days to publish.
What is the procedure for an article to publish?
First the article will undergoes the plagiarism checking by our team after that the manuscript was
send to review by expertised person after that language modification, copyediting and formatting
will be done by our team and with your final approval we will publish the article.
How could i get my published article?
We will mail you your published article pdf ans also you will se it on our websit for one month
What are copyright?
Copyright is just a formality to ensure that the article id not any where else published.

Editor/Reviewer
Being an editor what are my responsibility?
The editorial responses are to review the paper that whether the content presented are
technically sound have appropriate finding and suitable for publication.
How could I be an editor in a journal?
You just have to send your consent to be an editor or reviewer to the mail id provided on
site with your short CV and passport size photograph or just fills the form provided on
the website.
What are the minimum criteria for being an editor?
To be an editor you must have a PhD on the concern area and 5 year experience while
having lesser than that you can join us as reviewer.

Subscriber/Librarian
How could I take a subscription?
You just have to download the subscription form duly fill it and send it to the email
provided on form In case of any problem just write down on info.nrjp@gmail.com or
info@nrjp.co.in.
What are the procedures to be a regular subscriber?
Kindly tick marks the regular subscription option in the subscription form, rest we will
take care of the other responsibilities.
What are the benefits to be a regular subscriber?
Being a regular subscriber with us has major benefit as we will free hosting your collage
advertisement, your conferences and seminars on our website and also with our journal
Why we purchase your journal?
The NRJP journals are up-to-date with the current trends in the research field of the
concern sector, also it include the carrier counseling pages for the bachelor students, it
also contain the research insight and industry insight section which enlighten the
students with recent trends and also helps to choose the rightful career.
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